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I. INTRODUCTION : DEFINITION OF THEME

_

L. The purpose of -this report

The three aims oCthig-brief report are :

- to sum up the situation in menthe; countries as regards the vocational
and technical training and general education of migrant. orkers, both
adult and aplescent;,

7- to introduce and explain the draft ecomPendations_which will be
submitted'to the Conference for discussion and- approval;

- to put forward a draftresolutioh basedon an analysis of the problems
.encountered and measures already-tried out in one or odherof the
tembef countries. '

In point of fact the country reports presented as basic documentation for
the Conference -appear,.with a few noteworthy exceptions, to'be singularly
discreet in regard to the particular subject of this report. It would
therefore be vain to pursue the first of these aims with any expectation
of success. This section,of the report will be limited tosingling out a
few examples of what has been done and to drawing the appropriate conclusions.

ti

2, Previous action and supporting texts

2.1 According to-6eITrovisionsof the European Social Charter, which wag,
.Signed in Turin'in October 1961 and entered into force on 26 February 1965,

- the Contracting -Parties (1) accept as the aim of their polio% to be
pursued by, all appropriate -means, both- national and international in
character,,, the attainment of conditions in which

- everyone may effectively realise the right to appropriate,
-facilities for vocational guidance with a view to helping him
choose an occupation suited to his personal aptitude and. interests;

7 everyone may effectively realise to right, to -appropriate facilities

for vocational training. (2),

With a vievto ensuring, the effective exercise ofthe tight to vocational
training, the Contracting Parties undeftake inter,alia to prOvide or

promote, asnecessary :

adequate and,readilY available training facilities for adult

workers;: ,

- special faCilities forthe re-training.of adult workers needed

as. a, result of technological development or new trends, in
employment. (3) '

./.

'(1) Austria, Cyprus, Denpark, France, the Federal Republic of Germany, Ireland,

Italy, Norway, Sweden and the United Kingdom. States signatory which have

not yet ratified are Belgium, Luxembourg, the Netherlands and Ttirkey.

-(2) Part-I, Ar'ti'cles 9- and 10

(3) Pant Article 10, section 3



2.2 In Resolution 08) 18 on the teething of languages-to-migrant workers (1)
the Committee of 144Steis of the Council .of.Tdiope invited member
Pbvernmentsto :

- make .greater efforts to enable all Migrant -workers Who so desire
'to learn the language of the reception country;

- provide wives and children of migrant wOrkers also with special
fagilities for learning the language of the reception_ country,.
-notably by the provisionof courses corresponding to their
special needs;

-- fake all necessary steps to-establish sound cooperation between
the SerVices of the emigration and immigration countries and
between the latter and the public or private esteblishtents where
language courses for-,migrant workers are held, iii order to ensure
the coordinating of the efforts made in this field. and the
attainment of ther-MAximuM results;

- if possible:, to combine language teaching in the reception country
with vocational- trainingdestined to enable migrant workers to
acquire skills or enhance their qualifications.

,2.3 In their ResolUtion concerning the situation of migtant workers and their
feMilies.in,Tutope, (.2) the Ministers taking part in the Conference of
European Ministers of-labourheld in RoMe,in,November 1972 recompielded:
the Committee of Ministers of the Council Of Europe...

to invite the Governments of its member States to proVide facilitieS,
as necessary, for:the vocational and linguistic preparation of. -

migrant workers before their departure from their home countries;

- to consider deVeloping the action already undertaken by, the /

Council of Europe in such fields as reception, language teaching,
vocationaltraining ,recognition ofprofesSional,qualifications
and diplomas (as well as their standardisation-and equivalence) etc.

3. The object of,meaSures,taken to secure the satisfactory provision of
2pU,iit3sforVCcatoortilicaltrainin,anJ, general education
for adults and adolescents

;Unquestionably, .fundamental human rights are the yardstick by which to

Measure all action taken for the benefit of migrant workers. In the present'

context, the general object may be broken down as follows :

/.

:(1) Adopted ay the. Ministers' Deputies on .28 June 1968.

(2) See Appendix A oeihe Introductory Report on Theme I,, document

CME/HF-M (74) II, for an abridged version of the text of the Resolution.

0006
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to.- acilitate the integration of migrant workers ancrtheir faMilies

in -the society of the-hott country;

- to guarantee the'bett.possible-opportunities for personal development

and,- vocational adVandtment;

- ibstfisurt conditiOnt which will tnable-Migrants to take an active

part in the, life-of the =host coMmunity;

=.to fotttr the human, dultu#1, intellectual:, technical and vocational

potential represented by migrant groups; , 4
- to contribute to the development of the bigrantb1,-countries of origin,

by Virtue Of the experience ancrtrainitgimparted in_the-temporary
c9uptriesof sojourn, having special regard tothe economic and ,t

sckv.Lal-needs and reqUirements Of their home communities;

- to -confer -a positive valueonMigratiOn not only-for the indlianal
migrant and:the host coMMunity but also' for the country idiici4he

often leaves but temporriAlyr

- to contribute to the building of.theEurOpe of tomorrow, ; toiLnentil;

wide political, economic and cultural community, transcending \

national frontiers. ;*

/
ti



II. ANALYSIS OF THE DEMAND FOR EDUCATION .AND TRAINING

4. Groups of ,migrant workers and their families re resen specific-potential
demand for training_ in both enigratin an immigration countries. This demand'

.

m
_

- ,saetimes inds palpable.expression from within the populations concerned .

- through, the Medium of bodies already in existeuce; nete Often than liat it 0

remainsremains latent, in which case it must he stimulated by the_xesponsible
authorities throug the_provision of an adequate range of opportunities;
adapted so_ far as may be practicable to certain: clear and easily identifiable
needs. .

.--

L .

5. The specific nature of measures designed to ensure satisfactorY'bubrtunitie

for vocational and technical. training and general education for adu,JA `and
adolescent immigrants clearly depends on how close the standards thWhsve
previously attained come to the general standard reached- by :the lqalls'.
If there is not too wide a gap it' is. enough- to provide some additional
instruction so- as to enable migrants to exercise their right to benefit
from the training facilities open to the indigenous Population: There is
of course a sizeable group of migrants (both adults. and adolescents) 'which
is capable of fully benefiting from/'Opportunities made available thr ugh
the national training, system.. This. group includes young people.who hye.
done. the whole or a. large part of their compulsory schooling in the h st
country and peOple who ,have already received' training to a comparable level.
Obstacles raised by laws or. regulations whiehAimit-access-to-derairi kinds 77-

--

of 'training 'and/or possibilities of recourse 'to' institutions awarding

scholarShips, study.grants etc. should be removed where necessary Sq a to

gdarantee to -thememher6 of this group the right to accede to all leve
of Secondary, and advanced education and training, including the research
sector. The rest of this report will deal priiarily with other less
privileged groups.

6. If, however, the level of schooling or general training reached by the Migrants
falls far short of local standards, a frank assessment of alternative Solutions
will be necessary: are they to be helped to 'catch up' by means of a progressive
general course, or should their training be limited to one specific branch. or
trade? The aim of the latter alternative Would be a. modest .improvement in
vocational competence, doubled nonetheless with a manifest rise in their
social' standing in the host country; and since they are almost sure to :-be
returning in due course to their 'home countries great care should be taken
to ensure that what they learn can be used to advantage within the economic
and social structures of these countries.

7/

J.

/



7. It will be useful at this point to cc-Isider the types of education and
training whose proVision is to, be improved by_the_measures which are the
SuBeet-of-this-repint.

. 7.1 Language training

Some mastery of the ,host country' language is_- A prerequisite for
teehnicaland ideational training and far any form of meaningful
integration into local society. Language training is therefore an
essential part of any effort o secure the satisfactory provision of
opportunities for vocational and technical training, and general edudation.

-7'.21291L12120. and,technicalAraining.

,
The object he is to train, the' worker for a'specificjobzWfalimiting
hid abilities:and opportunities to change jobs and to gain promotion in
due course. Migrant workers must beoffered ways and means of improving
their aecialatanding and liVing conditiona. The, acquisition of

- occupational skills throOgh suitable training and/or experience recognised
at its true value is thus one of the aims to be met byithe'rieasures
considered. in this report.

i

7.31General education
,

Herd the aim is to enable individuals to forge Alieconceptual and

.educational tools which will enable them to get their bearings in the
-host community and to improve their grasp of the eventstwhich shape
their lives - in other words,sto create opportunities for their personal
development and enpiehment. General/education should help migrant workers
towards leading balanced and ordered liven and should therefebe
founded on their respective cultural levels and backgrounds. It should'
not be - considered. as an instrument or pretext for quieklone-sided.
assimilation.

8. Broadly speaking, there are three ways of achieving the aims set forth in
the preceding Taragraphs :

%

- integration in the' national training system;

- the creation of a system to prepare for integration;

- the setting up of,a parallel system.

8.1'Integration in the national system

This might seein'td be the obvious way, an,identification of means and end
To Open.the gates of the national training and education system to migrant
workersto remove legal and statutory barriers to their participation in
it -.surely this,is the best way of welcoming foreign workers and their
families and helping. them to integrate with the host community: The
evident naivety of such a proposal bears witness to our common sense
awareness of the fact that the granting of a right does not
in itself mean that the recipient is capable of profiting from it;
,none but a very specific group of immigrants can draw any benefit from
the training schemes open to nationals.

11
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8.2 The creation of a preparatory system

Here one must imagine the provision of a widely varying.range of
opportunities for -compensatory education so that migrants may -be;enabled
to ,draw benefit from the national training system: that is, fromforms
of instruction and qualifications-devised for nationals. A good look at
the various sub- groups of immigrants will make clear the scale of effort
that would be required tomake appreciable ,progress in this way.

8.3 The setting up,of a parallel,-system

..The need to set up an ad hoc'education and training system for migrants
is apparent from 'the following considerationi:

- the mobility of immigrants and their short period of stay:4n the
host country may mean ,that efforts to. use- the means described

- above are simply wasted;
-

- the general level of literacy.and training reached by 3m4grant
i4orkerar-may be so far-below theheist-countryle -standards that,

special--preVleibirre required in the way of general education
"(reading and writing, for example) and of preliminary voCaLonal
training apprehticeship;

-'the techni*. and vocational training courses available in the .

industrialised societyof the host country be .considered ill
adapted to the economic structures of the country of origin and
hence useless-oi even harmful in the case of migrants returning
home.°

9. Groups zOnceried and_their_specific-probl

F

In the light of our analysis of the demand for education and training, let us /
sketch a simple typology of the main groups likely to express Such a demand
and/or to respond to suitable provision, and outline their characteristics.

A. ADULTS

.To. :draw-a-prokile-of-the characteristics of the adult immigrant population,
as potential clients for vocational and further training, the key factors
to be taken into account are as follows : '

9.1' Knowledge of the.local.language.

Since the ,.16sential, aim of all eduCetion and training = even vocational
training' - je to turn out fully-fledged human beings, the first step is
obviously mastery of the means to 'cone in from the cold" - that is,
of the pritary instrument of integration, the language. Thisis the
prerequisite, albeit inadequate, of ,any subsequent educational action.
At the very least, 'the leVel of linguistic knowledge, combined with the
other criteria below, will.dictate the particular type of action to
be envisaged. For example, in the case of a group wholly unacquainted

I
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with the local language and intending to stay, only a fairlyshort time /
An the country (either because of legal status or for_personal reasons
etc.),, one can pfobably do 14.6-ffibre-ElianProvide.iimited initiation

into a trade, the instruction being in the grdup's mother-tongue.

/9.2.Previous level of schooling and training"

Migrant workers are generally not iarxemoved from illiteracy and have
had do vocational training at all. These ard:facts that Rust, befaced
and any action to help migrants must be sufficiently varied' to take
account of them. This does not necessarily imply that the position of
migrants should be assessed solely by referedce to the educational norms
of the host country; on the.4ontrary, their experience of life and
their practical know-how must.be taken into account. OUr response to
illiteracy mustsbe tempered by an awareness of its context. Nonetheless,
one should be under no illusion as. to the prospect of improving the
lot of illiterate immigrants in highly industrialised societies.
Vocational training presupposes a minimum degree of schooling.

9.3 S cio-vocational status

is is a variable covering zany factors which should affect the choice
'o what kind of educational action should be taken - in particular, 'the

lowAng :
. .

,- the need to earn money Often critical, and alfiPst alidays the
primary motive '!or emigrating) ;

- working .hours Cmigrantilabour is' often emPICYed in branches of

the ecbnomv:where hour are lOng_and irregulax._- shift work_Rzc..)

mobility (in, thehugding and public works sectors the )abour
\force is obliged to -fog ow job's from place e6 place; changes of
employment,, where the .aw permits, are frec.ent among migrants) ;

- fatigue (migrant'worke s tend to take on the heaviest Jobs;
unmarried-migrants havie to look after their housekeeping, prepare
t'heir-own meals etc. /Lifter working hours) ;

- lack of information (j5r\definition, a -marginal population holds
alOof, or is kept alo8f, from information; it does not even know
where to look for it; 1 this is one reason why. migrant wprkers fail

\

to respond to the existence of many opportunities for, training
which axe-rarely takekadvantage

9.4 Personal motivations and plans

This variable is had to assess. It is nonetheless decisive. It determines
the length of the migrant's stay and its underlying reason and obJ'ectives.
It plays an i9portant part in determining his attitude to proposals for
training. It op be controlled to some extent when workers have a share
in devising their^own tr4ning 'courses and:program:nes.

0(311
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B. ADOLESCENTS"
!

The needsof adolestents are easier-to, define. There are,two Main categories :

i /, ,

.
,

\

,9.5 Young people whose Compuriory schooling:las been wholly or partly -in
the host' counter ,

1

Some in this category clearly present no special problem, inasmuch as
they'have becomeiintegrated with the nationals of their own -age group:
Nonetheless, young: migrants especially those Whoillave done only.part
of their schooling in the Ilosrt. ,,pUntry (and lire,tHerefere behind,with

their.education) encounter 'ies benefit
from existing, trainiii&and ed4ational opportunities °: a stilpinadequate
-commend of the 'language tespecially,in its Written.form),:inadequate
-motivation, .poor use made of available guidance and, information. This is
a category of ,adolescents which deserves .special attention, especially,
since in-other waYs it undoubtedly bears the potential for genuine
integration.

. 0

el
9.6 YoUn e'so le Wheemi ate'at\the sta e of adelescenc

These young people :generally arrive in die host cou try as:*fenile workers,
sometimes to rejoin?their,fadilies after rcompleting their- in
their home countries./Wre they to be treated as-par icularly young adult
workers, or as wary. g adolescents ? They pose a'pa ticularly acute and
diffiUlt problem 4 care must be taken to see that they are al-le to,A1
benefit properly' f,om the-opportunities6offered to adults @hailing
duringemployment) and yei that the information supplied tothem and

forego milediate, earningsin
order to acquire:a Minimum level of training.

0
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.SCHEMES AND PROJECTS IN PARTICULAR COUNTRIES

/

The information below is mainly taken from the country reports. In some cases
it has been possible to supplement it with the help of AoCuments kindly made
available by the Secretariat. It does not claim. to be- eXhaustive, nor is any
attempt made to arrive at a synthesis. The purpose,is simply to draw attention
to a few achievements and experiments Of exemplary,value,to stimulate further
thinking thereby and thus ,enable-the-gdid lines to be traced for `suitable

and plans and legislative or tractual prqvisions.

Information for' Finns emigrating` to Sweden

.

The Employment Office has-a stock of Pamphlets provided by the SWedish
authorities, the 'labour .otganisations and (in particular} employers.
The folloWing ard-zmong.the subjects covered :

- comprehensive schooling ;,

upper secondzry-schooling,i

OA

- learning 'gwedish;

- information fot families moving from Finland-to,SWeden with -school-age

children '; , -
i -,;

1

i
' /

- Preparing mmigrants for choosing.their tralning\and occupations`;

- information about\the labour market.

/
"

11. UNITED KINGDOM

Yurther education and adult education

The.whole range of further and adult education services provided in -the
United,Kingdan is open to immigrants on the.sameterns as indigenous students,
if the immigrant has beeriin the country for three or more years beforethe
start ofthe,course. If he has been in the country for less than three years
beforethe start of the Course, he has to pay a higher tuition feeand he is
not eligible for a mandatory award to cover his maintenance costs while taking
a degree-leVel course. Neyertheless the tuition fee which is charged is only
a fraction of the cost of the course, so there is still a generous subsidy._

Special provision is made in further and adult education for ithmigrants oyer
school age with language diffidulties. The courses provided may be full or
part-time and efforts are made to publicise them so that immigrant parents.
in ,particular are aware of their existence. Many further education establish---
mentp.,have made particular efforts to help immigrant mothers by arranging
classes at times which they can manage. A number of voluntary organisations
run language lessons s'or have tuition courses for immigrants ai\Tart of their

/general welhreactivities.-'
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Some immigrants may have difficulty in obtaining employment because of low
educational attainment or language problems: Atranaber of further education
establishments run pre-trairiing,courses in English and arithmetic for

1 immigrants and others with the game difficulty,.to enable them to benefit
from courses of vocational training for the unemployed in Government... training
centres or colleges of further education. Many if nbt mot of the entrants
are immigrants. The Department of Employment pays the eco amic cost of the,
course and gives vocational training allowances to the immigrants.

12. NETHERLANDS

Vocational training.

/The training of adults is governed by various laws-, s m/e of which refer
particularly to migrant workers, such as those dealing wit adult vocational
training, industrial training systems and subsidies./It-i considered in
the Netherlands that continuous vocational training concer only the
employer and the wage-earner. But if it happens that neithe is able to

pwrganise it or-to benefit therefrom, the State intervenes.
i (

ReceEtionLand general education

Under the auspices of the Ministry of Ctlture, Leisure -Time t:tivities and
Social Work, twenty regional foundations have been set up, coordinated by the
National Foundation for Aid to Migrant Workers. The Ministry bears practically
all the staffing and operating costs of these National and Regional Foundations.
Included among the 'Foundations! activities are language and. vocational
training courses, held outside working hourg. .---"--

13. SWEDEN

Vocational training

Foreigners have officially the same opportunities as Swedish subiectg to
benefit from vocational training,provided they are entitled to work in Sweden
and are considered as part of the Swedish work force. To a consderable extent
training is giveii in special courses arranged by the Board of Education.
Some courses are also given iii4:the training centres of companies, GovernMent
departments and organisations. The immigrant receives a grant during the

whole of the training period.

The length of training varies according to the occupational sector and the
immigran Ts prior knowledge. Courses lasting more than eight weeks provide
educati niin civics, mathematics, physics, chemistry, Swedish and English
in add ion to vocational training. As a prelude to their vocational training,
immigrants can follow preparatory theoretical courses and instruction on
labour market conditions and the educational system. The latter have been
considered to be of special value for immigrants. Swedish language courses
spread over a maximum of two months are algo provide.

0 14
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language skills and information they need to settle doWn in a Swedish

environment.

ImMigrani4p-ftay also learn 'Swedish in schoolS.through courses laSting_up, to"

four 'weeks, Whole families can attend, since it is '.easy to-arrange for .the

care of ther-youllOr children. To,allow immigrants corking at home especially

wikes.- to-attend language courses regillarly, experimental classes cOmbined,

with facilities-for the care of children and specially adapted tothe needs .

ofhome workers werestarted in 1970.

Or. 1 July 1973 therecameinto force the Teaching of Swedish to Imm4grants

Act whereby employers-are obliged to allow their foreign employedato'

take time off from work in order to. learn Swedish. Immigrants taken= birance

1 January 1973 have a right to 240 hours of-such ;Lessons uriiii-whith their

wages shall not be lower than they would normally-ha e been while working.

Employers must, as necessary,,, arrange fox-for-eign workers recruited after

1_ Januaty.1973. to talcim:Mrtt-240-houraof instruction in Swedish,

dependingioninuiviaual requirements as detefthinea.by the amplOyer in_

-----:agreement with the trade _union following a language test.'

During the finantiat year 1972-73 some 106 700. persons started courses of

vocational training, of whom 11 580 (10.9%) were immigrants.

Language courses and adult education

4' Since 1965 adult immigrants may take courses in Swedish and civics free of

charge, the arrangements being, usually in.the=hands of educational associations.

AS a general rule courses are held during leisure hours, there being two or

three lessons each time; but crash courses-may also be taken, comprising

a maximum of 240 lessons at least of-up to four Sittings a day. The aim-
/ of these Swedish and civics courses is to provide immigrants with the

14.AUSTRIA

- '
-

Vocational ttaining for Yugoslav immigrants
..:.-

Under an agreement with the Yugoslav manpower department, private firms it

Austria areobliged to bear the cost of specialised additional training for

Yugoslav workers in YugoslaVfantraining centres (State subsidies being

granted tohem -for 'this ,purpose).

15. 'BELGIUM

..inguage And social advancement:tourses

For working adolescents and adults-brief courses . designed to foster

opportunities for social advancement Are available, some of them aimed at

improving command of the language. Provided that certain regulations 'are

.observed, such coursek4re subsidigOd : the course must comprise 240 lessons

spread over one or-two 'via-week years'..

S.-..
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Vocational training for_edults

Courses given at-VocationaiStraining centres of the National Employmen,
Office are aimed at the acquisitiot of a diploma entitling the holder Ito
exercise paid employment;, they are basically practical; Supplementatyi
training in draughtsmanship, arithmetic, techriblogy:*r4 industrial safety
are taught to workers actually etgaged on a particular job.

16. SPAIN

Vocational training courses and social and environmental adaktation courses

Before-going- abroad, an emigrant is given the opportunity to attend vocational
1 training courses and courses designed to _prepare him for the, new, secial-

conditiOnsetd environment to which he Will have to adjust (Emigratijn Act,
No. 33 --

I7.."_g

Heasures.of.direct benefit -to migrant workers

Adistinction should be drawn between measures 6keno ensure, respectively,
initial, adjotment, pre-training and social advancement.

[

- Initial.adjuStment
I-

1 ..

short thtee=veekcourses of adaptation-to social and working-life
When migrants-arrive-it-Fran-0 to work iii-fir#S or particulatitrades;

Iintroductory courses-in theiirench Ianguageand civilisation r such` asp
the four-,week pilot experimatts run by AFPA (Association nationale pour ----..,
la formation-Rrofessionnelie des atfultdS);

..

. I- Pre-training
1

1

traditional courses provided. outside working hours by variou
associations which receive an appipriate grant-in-aid from,the FAS
(Fonds'd'action sociale);

,1

'action taken under the collectivelagreements of 9 July 1970 (national

_
.

inter-trades and -industries agreement on vocational and iTservice
training) and under ActNo.'71-575 of 16 July' -1971 on further
vocational training within, the f amework of permanent education.

These activities, most of which take place during working hours,late the

da ion andsubject of agreements granting aid fp the National Vocational` raining
Fund. Thanks to subsidies from the\F , the Ministries of Educ
Labour have inter alia concluded agements With certain associattions for
the award of financial assistance prbvided that the courses lai on meet
certain criteria: Such-agreements a;e in fact nowadays more and more
conclUded at regional level. -
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Many large industrial undertakings such as the nationalized Renault factories
have of course their own training schenles for immigrant workers.

Traditional courses for the teaching of French by various methods are being
mote and .more supplemented by general education courses aimed at helping
migrants to adjust to the French way of life (explanations about Social

o

Security, industrial safety, rules etc.) and in some cases by vocational

pre-trainiug.

Evening classes are attended by some 35 000 to 40 000 immigrants :

-.0
about

half of these are run by the aboVe-mentioned associations. CoUrses run by
firms during working hours are at present attended by about 4 000 workers.

- Social advancement

under this heading come vocational training courses held by bodies

of a-semi-official character such as AFDET, (Association frabgaise

pour le Teveloppement de 1:,emseignement technique --French association

for the extension of techniWg1-education) and AFPA (Association pour
la formation profession:W.1e des adultes - Adult vocational training

association).

Aid-to young,Jdreigners in, the 16-18 age range- ...

The FAS (Fonds eaction sociale) and the Ndtional Fund for Vocational Training

are jointly responsible for' such aid and are trying.tp4ncrease it: Of

particular interest,in this context, are the prertraining Courses given by

the Adult Vocational Training Centre at Saint-Etienne in which remedial

. action in the teaching Of French is combined with vocational pre- training.

Similar courses of varying- duration are also held in two recently- created

-day-centres for vocational training. This is a form of establishment which

. is to be copied in towns with a largeimmigrant population. Pilot:experiments

or the purpose of developing similar centres intended'tp. provide vocational

qualifications for girls are also planned.

Training of teachers

Since November 1972 the CREDIF (Study and Research Centre for the Diffugion

of the French Language) has been entrusted with a, special teacher-training

scheme in conjunction with the CIFFA (Centres for the. Training of Teaches(

of Adults). This service by CREDIF will of course be availablelor'schemes -

run by the State education system as well as for those organised'by industry,

private associations etc. In addition, FAS has awarded- grants to various

bodies with the aim of expanding similar action coupling the teaching of

French with courses designed to help migrants adjust to working and social

conditions in industry.

0 0 17
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18. ITALY

For theyocational and further training of emigrant worke s, the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs finances 4

- courses toanPplement and revise the basic instruction which has,
-already been given;

.

technical and VoCational preparatory courses;

practical teaching of the host community's language, so that Italian
workers and their Wives may adjust more easily to their new working
environment and benefit from the host country's vocational training
courses:

19. FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY.
1

Language courses, foi adolesderits

It was recommended by the QltusManisterkonfexenz in 1911 thatforeign'
adolesCenta unable to put ii par "time, attendance at vocational schools
for lack of an-Adequate knowledge of German - and who-therefore could not
become apprentices - should be given the opportunity of following crash
courses in -the language.

Trainihg for adult workers

The public authorities bear part of the cost of language and vocational
-training Courses for foreign workers. The Federal GovernMent stresses the
importance it attaches to such courses being,Started in the emigration,
country. Classes, in the German language should be. uppJ.emented by information
On German labour and social legislation. Vocational training of would-be
emigiants, should give them certain preliminary qualifications which would
help them during their stay in the Federal Republic and offer themsbetter
chances of finding the,position which best suits them. Measurel3 of this
kind are taken in Italy, Yugbslavia, Tunisia and.TUrkey. A programme Is
how being prepared in collaboration-with Spain., Action-is also being taken
±o finance the teaching of German in Greece, Mauritius, JorcW1 and South
Kbrea. In the Federal Republic itself, the BundesMinisterium fur Arbeit
and Sozialoranung bears the cost of German teaching to migrant workers by
simple audio-visual. methods. (1)

'' 20: SWITZERLAND

The cooetent Swiss authorities, both federal and cantonal, encourage and
support all efforts to improve training and further training courses for
migrant workers,

(i) cf. K. I {ufner, UNESCO document ED-73/Conf.'602 14 (1973)

0018
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Measures-to facilitate access migrant workers to vocational centres
and in-service training courses

Foreigners are guaranteed the same rights as nationals in respect of access
to apprenticeship courses, whether in firms or in vocational centresand
training colleges. The Office federal de l'industrie,!des arts, et métiers

et du travail (_OFIAMI) recommends thecanfons,to.take all `necessary, steps
to'improve the language competence Of future foreign apprentices and
subsidizes language courses for this purpose.

Training-of adult workers

Several cantons - organize groups ofcourses;i0r migridi workers. There is

cooperation - generally held to be efficient' between the cantonal

authorities, vocational training centres, consulates and local or:regional
migrant worker organisations in the setting Up of training and further
training.coUrsea. From 190 to 1072-73\the nUMberof Italian workers
attending such courses ,Jse from 2 300 too.5 20; the courses were held in

Over 60 loCalitiea in 15 different cantohh., Ilhny firms themselves organize

:training and further training courses. OFIXAT recommends that the cantons
ishould cooperate with S*iss and' foreign ,prolessional bodes-and trade unions

inehelping semi-skilled workeratolirepare ex nations for the federal i 4

'

diploma in their trade or occupation. Some cantons have set up "joint
h

cOMMitteed-r-to-giudY;s:atEintonaflevel, the special vocational training

;needs-of migrant, workers the membership-Of theses bodies consists of

representatives of the cantonal vocational :training office, employers,
wage-earners, consulates and foreign orga4satioug concerned 4ith

vocational training, The experiMent hag provedusef01 and fruitful.

21. CONCLUSIONS

However sketc!.v and incomplete, the inforMation given above reveals not only

tb,,Odiersity of national situations as a result of,differing political and

=adminia,tratiVe structures but also certain common factors due to the

similarity -of the proPiema encountered, some tentative experiments and a
numbet of intereptingexemples of successful action. It is clear that all

countries are still looking for solutions and. that none has definitely

settled the problem of providing education, training and further training

for its immigrant populatiOn. Nonetheless, some typical forms of effective

action emerge, ei odying the common elements of tested solutions.

0019
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IV. CATEGORISATION OF MEASURES BEING TAKENOR CONSIDERED

.22. Having sketched an analysis of the demand for edudation and training among
migrant groups,and,briefly quoted. a few national achievements, it will be
useful to conclude with a dategorisationsof measures being taken or con-
sidered in responge to the problem of proViding satisfactory. opportunities
for the vocational and ,,technical training and general education 'Of
adult and adolescent immigrants. We shall take as a basis fotthia,
categorisation the customary. ,cycle of migration, whichbegins in the
country of ,origin, continues in the host country and efinishes
than,not byNareturn to the country of origin.,

23..Meaaures,taken in the country of origin..

- initial instruction in the host country's language;

- information on the living conditions, adminstratiVe regulations
) and labour laws of the host country;

- vocational pre-training.

Such -measures are takeiCanEhe initiative of the emigra4ori country and
sometimes - apparently more and. more frequently - by 46;,fuelire coUntry
of immigration.

Advantages

a,petiod.Of nreparation,rinening-and reflection for the future'
,migrant;-

- a lessening, of the shock of transplantation ('knowing a bit more
what to expect');

- a limitation-of costs, since the futuie migrant is generally .

unemployed T or at least under-eMploYed - and can still fall back
on support from the family;

- the need -for. some form of collaboration, which may be continued
in the later stages of migration, between the immigration country
and the emigration country (its authorities and/or future employers).

Difficulties

- control ,of the planning and organisation of migration;

- riskpf'wastage.

0.0 2 0
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24. Measures taken in the host country to facilitate integralion,

- language instruction outside the work environment: (public, private

or subsidized courses);

- language/ instruction during working hours, combined with vocational

initiation or training

- general education (reading and writing, introduction \to the' country's

political and administrative structures:, its laws ancfaocial or labour

reguiations);

- courses for wives and families (provision of ere-Chas and child-care

facilities) ;

- us of mass media (radio and television);

- Vocational inservice training on the initiative of the employer;

-/vocational spare-time training dispensed by the various bodiesN'and
associations (authorities, trade union organisations, groups of

migrants etc:)';

vocational: trairlin& and further training provided through the host

country's usual tyttem--

Mt.

Problems

- difficulties in communicating informationto migrants about
existing training facilitiet in cases where these are not available

at the pIace of work;

the.recOgnition of diplomas and qualifications acquired elsewhere

than\within the host country's own training structures;

- the motivations of migrant workers, who areckten.undeCided about

their future plans; ,z

- the canvassing of employers in regard to the advantages of initial

Investment in The training of foreign manpower (leaVe of absence

Tor training,. training without loss of wages 'etc.).

:.0

25. Measures taken in the host country with a view to jhe 'immigrant's possible

return !,

little seems to have been done to this particuldt end (except in the Federal'

Republic of Germany, whiz': has. been training Turkish workers for supervisory

posts with a view to their eventual return). Care should howeVer'be'taken

to ensure that the:training and expprienceacquiredin the host =country\

will be of use when the migrant gc,tsljack.4o his country 'of origin. It is

worth noting that in some sectort:of the economy. - tourism and the. hotel.

industry, fOr example,- the experience gained from even a brief or seasonal

stay in a foreign country is in itself often .a form of on- the -job training

which-is reckoned to be of value im,the "me country. In this field,

Cooperation with the manpower.authorities of the countries of ,Origin is

cleafly needed : this is a matter which merits consideratioiCwIthinthe

context of technical cooperation and aid to development.

P



V. RECOMMENDATIONS

(A preliminary draft resolution)-

The Conference

.

Aware of the persistent character of intra- and extra-European migratory .

movements and of the educational problems theypose for workers and their
families, t

Considering that it is the duty of Governments to foster-the human, cultural,
intellectual, technical and vocational potential.represented,by migrant
populations,

Believing that the integration of migrant workers And their families into
the i.)ciety of the host,country\calls for anenhancementuf their social and
vocational status, which implies' an improvement in their technical and_

vocational trainingandgeneral education,

1

Noting that learning thehost country's language is essential to any
harmonious integration into working life and to any furthei general education
or vocational training, I

1

Considering that knowledge of the
importance for the migrant worker not
-but also for greater security, against
-,of his own personality,

t

hoSt country's language,is of great, -

only for integration into working life
accidents at work and for the development

Believing that suitahle .educational - provision should tie,made-for the wives -

of migrant workers so as to break down the social barriers bywhich they are
often isolated4 ensure rapid adjustment to their new environment and enable,

them to play a more active and positive part in managiing the educational and
other problems posed by the uprooting of their families,

Noting that most immigrants are unable to achieve by themselves a command
of the host country's language, however favourable the conditions for this
may appear theoretically to be,

Convinced that language instruction for immigrants should aim further than
mere literacy and form the basis of a proper general education, so that migrant

workers have every chance of professional advancement in the host country,

Believing that,young people who have immigrated at the stage of adolescence,
at or about the school-leaving age, deserve and /require:special attention so as

to have genuine opportunities to further their pneral education or vocational
training beyond -the level of compulsory schooling, /

/

Considering that action by the public authorities-however sustained aid
generous, cannot alone constitute an adequate response co the educational and

cultural needs of adult and adolescent migrants, and' that the active and
constructive participation of all interested' parties, - trade unions, churches,
both sides of industry, private associations etc. - Is essential for effective

action,
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Recommend to the Standing ConferenCe of European Mliisters of Education
that the member States should be,invitedto :

1. remove obstacles arising from laws or. regulations, Which may still prevent
adult and adolescent migrants from acceding to the'lifferent levels of
secondary-and advanced education and training-and limit their:possibilities
of recourse to institutions awarding. scholarships, study grants-etc. ;

2. intOsif,y,bilateral and multilateral cooperation in the'4ilanning, sponsoring
andJroadcasting of radio- and television programmes, solg to .use to the best
poa6.01e,effectrthe facilities 4nd opportunities ,provided bythese
media both for language teaching and for the relaying of programmes from the
tigrants'.countries of origin';

z,r4,

3. provide many- more Oppartunities.for the wives of migrant wkirkeza to be -taught

tbe langua e of the host country and improve. their general education ;

4. give careful study to the possibility of making and exchanging.lists of
technical and otherterms and expressions used in the trades moat commonly
folloWed by migrant Workers;

5. take,, in pursuer:6e of Resolution (68) 18 -of the ,Council of Elope, (1),.

the measures which are necessary according to the political and administrative
structures of each country to guarantee, to -migrant workers and their
families genuine opporttinities for the rapid learning of the; host country's

language

6. devise training programmes for adult migrant workers which Ling together

various. disciplines through the integrated teaching-of general, occupational,

theoretical and practical, knowledge

7. ensure that education and training are prov ?ded so far as possible near the

place of work ;
F

.8. do their utmost to arrange for the financing of such _courses so thathe
migrant worker, whergver possible, can attend them during working hours
without loss':of earnings ;

9. arrange special classea*for adolescent migrants so as to enable them to

make a smooth transition to normal courses of general education and
vocational training ;'

-of immigrant populations and-Canr-be- emade_ffective use of ;
makiaVre-that the provision of inforiation and the reach

p
10.

11. set up comMittees composed of representatives of the publiaserVidea, bOth

sides of industry and immigrant communities to look into'and find solutions

to the specific problems of particular groups -;

(1) Cf. page 2, § 2.2

\ 002B
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encourage all types of action 'taken by non-goveihmental bodies - Churches, y

trade unions,.private associLcpbs ets - for?thepurpose of helping migrant
workers and their families with thei education arid training ";

13, seek to obtain the support and/or c eration of future employers in financing,
organising and managing programmes nf training and education for would-Se
immigrants ;

14, institua close cooperation for the purpose of taking joint action in the
emigration countries to ensure that future migrants receive some basid
language instruction and vocational,pre-training ;

15, stren hen bilateral and multilateral cooperation with a view to harmonizing
the ai and, subsequently, programmes of basic technical and vocational
training' (taking as an example Resolution (73) 46 'of the Ciouncil of Europe
on the-EurOpean equivalence of professional titles for "light vehicle

. ,

mechanics "). (1)

r.

(1) The/text of the Resolution is given in the Appendix.

0024
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APT ENDIX

COUNCIL OF EUROPE

4

RESOLUTION .17'16

ON EUROPEAN EQUIVALENCE OF PROFESSIONAL TITLES FOR
"LIGHT VEHICLE:MECHANICS!'

. .

(Adopted by the Commit\tee.oi-Ministers on 29 November 1973
of the 226th meetii70,of the Ministehe Deputies)

The Committee of Ministers,
_\.-

In pursuit of its efforts to achieve a Ireater unity between the member States
.. 1of the Council of Europe in accordance with Article 1 of the Statute ;

Being aware of the need for the- better alignment of member States' systems
for education and training ; i

,

Consideringihat the comparability cf occupational and technical tides can
;facilitate the free movement of workers between member Statcs ;

Emphasising that the equivalence of occupatiOnal titles can contribute towards
achievement of equality of opportunity between foreign workers and national workers.;

. Eick'lieving that the results 'of the work done by the Council of Europe with
regard to (he training for "motor /chicle mechanics" are such as to permit the muival

_

recognition by member States of titles_for-that-occupation-;-

Considering that the coordination of vocational training and the mutual. recog-
nition of occupational titles fob "motor vehicle mechanics" will r.ot only contribute to
closer integration of the European economies but Should lead to imprco.ed toad safety,
an essential- :factor in view of the ever increasing volume 'of international motor vehicle
traffic,

Recommends that member States :

1. take the necessary measures to bring the training of "light vihicle mechanics"
into line with the standards set out in the European job description appended hereto;
which should be regarded as the minimum qualifications a trainee must have in
order to qualify as a "light vehicle mechanic" ;
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2. . draw up a bast ic syllabus, extending Over a defined period; for the acquisition
. b

iof- the knowledge and,.skills set out in the European job description, t being under-
stood that this syllabihouldenable comparable training standards ,to be achieved
at the end of training and that it lies with :national authorities to lay down what form
such training, should take,.viz. : 4:..'"iL

01.,

(i) in-service training ;

t, . .(ii) training at a training centre ; or
'*'

(iii) a combination of bOrh.;
. .

3. consider awarding national certificate and /or diPlomiit which, conform t
Standards set out in the .gu ro pea n job descriptitin_anciwbich mightinclude the f
in&*Ording :

\ .

. :.:. "C.ertificare (diploma) compiling with the European job description oI light
., vehicle mechanic as adopted by the Council of Europe (Cornmittee of Min- t

isters'REsoineion (73),46 of.29 November 1973)" ; .

0 \....

4. take account, when assessing the ceitificateS oPo'light vehicle mechanics", 1,14*.. t
.,.,____...--

as defined, in paragraph 1 of.the Europcalt job:description, of the ,principles and .....

standards-set out in the Europelin job, description ; '.-------"-- .

179

ais

notify, the Secretary General of the Council of Europe, "for the. information of
other member States, of the date. from which .they intend, to intfilement these recom-
meridations and provide him with a specimen of their certificate or certificates.

Ippendii I European job description for
. "light vehicle mechanics"

Appendix II : Typical training syllabus fOi light
-

vehicle mechanics. 17

b.
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